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Green Office Week® 2014 

What is Green Office Week®?
Our one-time-a-year week to celebrate life on planet earth!

What does this mean?
The quality of life on our planet is not guaranteed any more unless we do something about caring far more 
for our planet and what it gives us!

Hands up all those who want to continue having great beaches, awesome mountain trails, beautiful lakes, 
enduring forests, surviving animal species, healthy farms, safe sea and air travel, quality oxygen to breathe…..

OK, so we are on the same page here. Now, how do we keep these assets for ourselves and our kids?

Green Office Week®, every year in April, shows how.

This year, our theme is: Give your office a green thumbprint! And we advise, and inspire you, to reduce and 
eliminate wastage. This behavioural change is simply at the crux of the matter when it comes to the longevity 
of our environment. 

How to use this toolkit
The overall theme is: Give your office a green thumbprint and we have taken this theme and allocated 
different areas spread over the week.

Each day of the week has an issue we want you to look at, in terms of reducing waste. 

How to focus your attention on reducing wasteful practices can be done in one or two more ways. You choose! 

We suggest the following ways: 

 » A very in depth approach which is using scorecards, audits and benchmarking tools. 

 » A quicker way if you prefer by suggesting areas that you can improve on quickly by giving you a Guidecard with  
 ideas.  

 » If you want to add a fun element, then do the Treasure Hunt that we suggest as an option.

The approaches are explained on page 14 of this toolkit.

We invite yOu 
tO participate 

and  celebrate

  w w w . g r e e n o f f i c e w e e k . c o . z a

yOur  tOOlkit
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yOur Green thumbprint fOr  
a surviving world!

MONDAY 
Waste not,

WANT NOT! 

We don’t have to have the brain of a genius to realise that we are generating a lot of waste. This is a problem 
among the wealthy and not so wealthy. For some, the issue is that we are buying too much and/or not buying 
correctly; for others, the issue is ignorance leading to careless throwing away and causing havoc to the 
environment.

It does not matter where we find ourselves on society’s pecking order, we are guilty!  Yes, we all somehow guilty 
of wasteful practices.

Our behaviour cannot continue uncorrected and unadmonished. Of course it isn’t pleasant to be called to 
attention about this. Our human condition also does not like to be burdened with further responsibilities – we 
have enough, don’t we! 

After all we have our work load, our family commitments; our leisure activities; our religious commitments; our 
social network events; our financial requirements – and now, we are told to care for the planet It’s just too much!

It is indeed!

So why does Green Office Week® come along, every year, and alert us to these responsibilities about our daily 
behaviours? And this year, in particular, about the way we waste?

Do we really have the time to sit and analyse the way we live, and shop, and consume, and …and…

But we have to!  – that’s the reality we can no longer escape from. Only if there were a magic wand to make the 
current problems we face go away, then we would be fine. But there isn’t.

So what to do? 

Actually, it’s not such a big THING that we need to add to our daily grind. It’s just rewiring our thinking each time 
we open a purse or wallet – and even better, well before!.

The best idea is to have a group of you draw up a Reduce Waste Manual

the future belongs to those who 
understand that doing more with less 

is compassionate, prosperous, and 
enduring, and thus more intelligent, even 

competitive.” 
paul hawken
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As you go through the week, you will get increasingly more ideas 
for this manual from your own observations.

Join us on this week’s journey!

SOME random suggestions
 » Prevent your company contributing to landfill waste.

 » Before you get something new, donate or recycle what is old and is being replaced.

 » Buy “green” – i.e has long-life cycle and/or is eco-efficient and/or is refillable and/or upgradable 

  and  /or is reusable and/or is recyclable and is definitely environment-friendly. 

 » A  key achievement is to get people to calculate needs correctly  (avoid guesstimates) and buy  

 what will be used.    

 » Where possible, buy refills and concentrates - these usually  involve less packaging.

 » Think about upgrading electronic equipment rather than replacing it whenever relevant.

 » Where appropriate  repair equipment before having it replaced.

 » •Hire instead of buying if you’re not going to need an item long-term. 

 » •If machinery is creating a lot of waste, check whether it needs to be repaired or replaced  or if it is   

 being used correctly.

 » When you buy or lease office equipment and canteen equipment ensure it is durable and   

 repairable!

 » Avoid buying disposable items such as paper plates and foam cups.

 » Use durable boxes for shipping between your company’s various branches, warehouses, or stores;  

 reuse and/or recycle cardboard boxes and packaging.

 » Set up a give-and-take area and swop-board in your office for employees to  use; share   

 magazines, newspapers and books.

 » Have more  recycle bins than litter bins.

 » Reduce paper use whenever possible. 

 » Reuse where possible like folders, hanging file dividers, packing boxes and other storage items.

 » Collect name badges after meetings.

 » Send documents digitally.

 » Reuse paper clips, bull clips, drawing pins, elastic bands etc.

 » Reuse padded bags/envelopes, polystyrene, boxes.

 » Start a battery and ink-toner recycling bin.

 » Have recycling bins placed in communal areas  (reception, tea stations, cafeteria,  meeting rooms)  

 for  bottles, cans, CDRoms, old cellphones etc.

 » Take this waste-not mentality home.
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We need to take a long hard look at where we have come from, and where we are going 

to in this new millennium. The way forward is not guaranteed…we need to stop and 

reconsider.

We need to reconsider our contract with mother Earth, our most important and enduring 

contract, and one which of late, we have not been honouring.

We need to examine the impact of our activities upon the integrity of the Earth’s natural 

systems…for it is only through understanding what we have done wrong, that we can then 

do what needs to be done to put those wrongs to right!

The Economic Era of the latter half of the 20th century ushered in an age of conspicuous 

consumption which became a way of life in the developed world. Millions in the western 

world entered into the spirit of excess with unthinking abandon.  

Life for many became all about HAVING.

In response to this consumption ethic we used more water, timber, energy, oil, metals and 

other non-renewable materials than ever before.

What we couldn’t use, or no longer wanted, we dumped! Until our garbage had choked the 

air, soil, rivers, lakes, ocean, cities and countryside everywhere.

There is a Swahili saying that says:

‘ Do not borrow off the earth, for the earth will require its own back with interest’.

How long will be before this interest is due?”

This is an extract from Miracles of Hope, by Carole knight, avid writer on sustainability issues. 

Miracles of Hope is published by White Rock Publishers.

“

“
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yOur Green thumbprint fOr  
a revitalised world!

TuesDAY 
Don’t waste office

resOurces

How we are not doing our best when it comes to acquiring and making 
use of our working tools (Resources and supplies).

Adopting a new mindset! Being thoughtless or careless in our attitudes 
to our office tools as if there is an endless supply is making wasteful use 
of budgets which will eventually affect the company’s bottom line. The 
media is highlighting how our economy is fragile – but the dominoe 
effect is on the planet which is suffering with our wastefulness on so 
many levels!

Stop waste by buying better and considering upgrading, recycling, 
upcycling, or reusing before discarding and tossing away.

Today Talk abouT:

Focus on: 

How To:

A clear attitude change to how we add to landfills; to an increasing carbon 
footprint; and a to a planet seriously showing strain from our collective 
and individual behaviour.

ouTcome oF Today:

“after one look at this planet any visitor 
from outer space would say 
‘i want to see the manager’.”

William S. burroughs
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BEST WAY: Do an audit
 » Consumption patterns of resources and supplies
 » Potential financial savings

evaluaTes

 » Smart decisions about purchasing resources and supplies
 » Prioritisation of purchasing and usage improvements
 » Financing, changing or introducing energy efficient equipment or processes

enables

 » Quantity and longevity of equipment and supplies
 » Communication within the organisation by providing real data

enHances

QUICK WAY: Follow the Guidecard
 » Persuade the person responsible for buying computers to look at the most  energy-efficient   

 ones, and the same goes for all other electronic equipment
 » Introduce purchasing behaviour training and standards
 » Introduce specification and standards for your office purchases
 » Enhance insulation in ceilings, walls and floors as appropriate
 » Get procurement to buy local, seasonal and in bulk
 » Give preference to ‘green’ suppliers – i.e. Vendors who buy local, respect recycling etc. and   

 understand a product’s lifecycle. Green suppliers care about reducing carbon emissions and   
 extending a product’s life 
 » Purchase only energy-efficient light bulbs
 » Donate out-of-date stationery to local charitable or  environmental groups
 » Buy concentrated products if you can e.g.: cleaning items
 » Consider cleaning supplies that are non-toxic and in concentrate form
 » Consider locally manufactured products as they travel lesser distances
 » Consider buying office supplies that are free of hazardous materials
 » When purchasing new electronic products see if the  supplier will take your old products to   

 dispose of responsibly

Ideas

 » Practice efficient copying — use the size reduction feature offered on many copiers
 » Edit documents on screen and use the print preview option  prior to printing
 » Find ways to use less of what you already have

reduce

 » Before replacing a computer, investigate if the computer’s  capacity can be enhanced by  
 installing a hard disk drive, chip, or memory-expansion card
 » Where appropriate repair equipment before having it replaced
 » Hire instead of buying if you’re not going to need an item long-term

consIder
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 » Consumption patterns of resources and supplies
 » Potential financial savings

 » Smart decisions about purchasing resources and supplies
 » Prioritisation of purchasing and usage improvements
 » Financing, changing or introducing energy efficient equipment or processes

 » Quantity and longevity of equipment and supplies
 » Communication within the organisation by providing real data

QUICK WAY: Follow the Guidecard

 » Sell or donate office equipment that is no longer needed
 » Look for the recycled option in all the products you buy
 » Provide trays to collect and reuse print and copy error sheets
 » Cut scrap paper and bull-clip it to use as a notepad; or cut in  quarters and use as post-it like   

 notes
 » Use the back of printed A3 sheets as flipchart paper at office  meetings
 » Reuse envelopes for inter-office correspondence
 » Collect name badges after meetings or events
 » Provide bins/recycling containers, and zone them  appropriately, for collection of old   

 technology (e-waste)

recycle

FUN WAY: Hold  a Treasure Hunt
 » Form an office team, department team or a branch office team. Your treasure hunt could   

 last an hour or the whole morning. 
 » Identify everything in your area that has reuse potential or recycle potential. Also look for items  

 or equipment that can be donated to charitable institution, poor schools, churches etc.  Please  
 see our toolkit 2013 for some ideas)

 » Write a green-thumbprint report on your findings (1 or 2 pages) in point form

acTIon

 » Because you can play a role as a working citizen to ensure that nothing goes to waste –   
 whether used paper, cardboard, computers, stationery,  books, promotional items etc
 » Because what is no longer relevant in your area could be another!
 » Because what has ceased to be functional can be repaired instead of replaced. 
 » Definitions of success are changing from what you have, to how significant is your life! 

wHy would you 
do THIs? 

reward  » Lead a life of significance where you are in harmony with your surroundings
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yOur Green thumbprint fOr  
survival of all species!

“there is no life without water.”
albert Szent-Gyorgyi

WeDNesDAY 
Don’t waste 

WATer

How water can be saved at the office! Look at all water usage from 
office kitchen all the way up to executive suite.

What makes for water wastage!  Look at water usage in the office, 
not just the business. Organisations everywhere are starting to 
understand that water supplies are becoming finite! Manufacturing 
and production processes are being seriously redesigned to save 
water. However, abuse of water at the office, by everyone, is equally 
a factor to be considered. 

 Stop waste by becoming water efficient! 

Today Talk abouT:

Focus on: 

How To:

 A clear indication that water saving mind-set will be strengthened 
and that you have in place measures of water usage and savings.

ouTcome oF Today:
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BEST WAY: Use a scorecard tool
 » Water performance against other departments or offices
 » Potential water and financial savings

evaluaTes

 » Smart decisions about water usage and recycling
 » Prioritization of water reduction
 » Financing  efficient devices and equipment e.g.: water harvesting system

enables

 » Awareness and management for longevity of water savings
 » Communication within the organisation by providing real data

enHances

QUICK WAY: Follow the Guidecard
 » Introduce rainwater harvesting 
 » Install water-efficient taps or fixtures and water-efficient washing appliances
 » Avoid ornamental water features
 » Know where the master shut-off water valve is located

waTer wIse 
Ideas

 » Install water-efficient systems for indoor and outdoor plants
 » Opt for drought-tolerant /water efficient plants and grass
 » Upgrade older toilets/urinals with water-efficient models

How To reduce

 » Excessive water pressure and leaks (leaking taps!)
 » Communication within the organisation by providing real data
 » Leaking hose nozzles.  (Have signage with hotline numbers for leak reporting)

rePaIr/FIx

 » Employ water reuse practices (e.g. reusing rain and storm water).reuse or recycle

FUN WAY: Hold  a Treasure Hunt
 » Form an office team or a department team or a branch office team. Your treasure hunt could   

 last an hour or the whole morning. 
 » Choose an area that you will analyse (depending on whether it will be a whole floor or  

 less or more space. (Please see our toolkit 2013 on www.greenofficeweek.co.za for some ideas)
 » Write a green-thumbprint report on your findings (1 or 2 pages) in point form. This could show  

 how well you are already doing or reveal the efficiency gaps.

acTIon

 » Because you can play a role as a working citizen to save water, save money, and  reap the benefits.
 » Because water supply from our planet is not infinite
 » Because all forms of life on Earth have always been dependent on water for survival, and today  

 water holds the key to survival in the future too. 

wHy would you 
do THIs? 

 » As a team, decide what you think the reward should be. Make it fun!reward
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yOur Green thumbprint fOr  
a brighter world!

ThursDAY 
Don’t waste 

eNerGY 

How energy can be saved at the office! 

Where is it being wasted?  Look at all services, operations, 
instruments, equipment, office spaces, leisure areas, outside areas 
which are dependent on electricity.  Organisations everywhere are 
starting to understand the cost of having lights on where it is not 
necessary or machines running inefficiently! Misuse and abuse of 
this resource at the office, by everyone, is equally a factor to be 
considered.

Stop waste by becoming an energy-efficient office! Actively reduce 
energy usage wherever and whenever possible.  

Today Talk abouT:

Focus on: 

How To:

A clear indication that an energy-saving mind-set will be 
implemented or strengthened.

ouTcome oF Today:

“the word ‘energy’ incidentally equates 
with the greek word for “challenge.” i think 

there is much to learn in thinking of our 
energy problem in that light. further, it 
is important for us to think of energy in 

terms of a gift of life”
thomas carr
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BEST WAY: Use a scorecard tool
 » Energy performance
 » Potential financial and energy savings

evaluaTes

 » Smart decisions about energy purchasing 
 » Prioritization of energy improvements
 » Financing, changing or introducing energy-efficient equipment or processes

enables

 » Quantity and longevity of energy savings
 » Communication within the organisation by providing real data

enHances

QUICK WAY: Follow the Guidecard
 » Consider motion or occupancy sensor lights and/or timers
 » Consider buildings offering natural light and/or place workstations near natural light
 » Ensure external lights are switched off during daylight
 » Enhance insulation in ceilings, walls and floors as appropriate

save and  
conserve 
energy Ideas

 » Train staff to switch off monitors, PCs and to turn off lights
 » Obtain “Switch-off when not in use” stickers or light switches
 » Monitor air-conditioning usage

How To reduce

 » Light bulbs with energy-efficient ones
 » Replace geyser with solar geyser
 » Switch off geysers for weekends and annual holidays                                                                                                                            

rePlace

 » Light bulbs need ti be safely disposed in appropriate recycle bins at participating venues.recycle

FUN WAY: Hold  a Treasure Hunt
 » Form an office,  department or a branch office team. Your treasure hunt could last an hour or the  

 whole morning. (Please see our toolkit 2013 on www.greenofficeweek.co.za for some ideas)
 » Choose an area that you will analyse (depending on whether it will be a whole floor or less or  

 more space)
 » Write a green-thumbprint report on your findings (1 or 2 pages) in point form. This could show how  

 well you are already doing or reveal the efficiency gaps.

acTIon

 » Because you can play a role as a working citizen to save energy, save money, and  reap the benefits.
 » Because energy supply from our planet is not infinite
 » Because energy is vital for the economy

wHy would you 
do THIs? 

 » As a team, decide what you think the reward should be. Make it fun!reward
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yOur Green thumbprint fOr  
a healthier world!

friDAY
Don’t waste 

fOOD

How we cannot continue generating the amount of food waste that 
we do, with all the associated wasted water and energy.

How can we stop wasting so much food at our company canteen, 
events and catering! It is shocking when we learn from Mohamed 
Kajee, the managing director of  Foodbank South Africa, that  
between 12 and 14 million people are currently food insecure in 
our country.

Stop waste by buying better and avoiding waste. 

Today Talk abouT:

Focus on: 

How To:

A clear indication that we change the way we buy or stock-up food 
items. 

ouTcome oF Today:

“approximately 9.04 million tons of food 
waste is generated every year

 in South africa.”  
dr Suzan Oelofse a principal researcher, cSir
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BEST WAY: Use an Audit
 » Consumption patterns 
 » Potential financial savings

evaluaTes

 » Smart decisions about purchasing 
 » Prioritisation of purchasing and usage improvements
 » Financing changes the status quo

enables

 » Quantity and longevity of savings
 » Communication within the organisation by providing real data

enHances

 » Shop smart by using lists. This reduces likelyhood of buying items not needed and unlikely to be  
 consumed
 » Plan all meals and buy items only when you have a plan for using them. Also wait until   

 perishables are all used up before buying more. Use apps for better meal planning 

Ideas

 » Food that is local and seasonal
 » FIFO - First In, First Out. When storing your items, move the older ones to the front
 » Plan meals around the products closest to expiry

consIder

 » If you have  bought fancy items for an event and it is cancelled, have a plan B  for them
 » List what you throw out on a regular basis
 » Donate. Churches, shelters,  charitable organisations and farmers happily accept food unconsumed                                                                                                                          

recycle or 
uPcycle

 » Make one meal each week as a “use-it-up” dish. Use what might otherwise get thrown away, or  
 go off, and create a dish

use-IT-uP

FUN WAY: Hold  a Treasure Hunt
 » Plan with your office/department or branch office team to have a use-it-up meal today
 » As it is the last day of the week, have a meal together and each one brings a dish from home   

 made up of leftovers/excess from the week
 » Exchange recipes if you like

acTIon

 » Because food cannot be taken for granted
 » On the environmental front there are particular concerns about food waste that goes to landfills..
 » The problem with this is that the decomposition process generates methane and leachate in landfills  

 Leachate has the potential to contaminate ground water and methane is a greenhouse   
 gas.
 » Methane is a 21 times more harmful greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide, its contribution to   

 global warming is substantial.   

wHy would you 
do THIs? 

QUICK WAY: Follow the Guidecard
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BEST WAY: Use a scorecard tool
A scorecard or Audit helps you manage your problem areas and introduce efficiencies. There are online  
management and benchmarking tools, as well as tools that track your progress and saving efforts.
We suggest that you consider evaluating your usage behaviours through tracking tools. Why? Because 
there are measurable benefits

QUICK WAY: Follow the Guidecard
A quick way to reduce waste can be effected by following the advice on the Guidecards provided.

FUN WAY: Hold  a Treasure Hunt
Helps uncover wastage, strengthen the bottom line and improve the competitiveness of participating
teams/departments or regional offices

The treasure hunt explained:

Its purpose
A treasure hunt is a discovery process. Using common sense, workers can identify 
and repair the required behavioural changes; introduce improvements resulting in 
companies increasing their efficiencies.

The aim
Treasure Hunts aim to demonstrate the substantial efficiency opportunities for 
companies, while inspiring greater action throughout.

The process

Ultimately a Treasure Hunt process helps drive awareness of a fundamental new reality. 

The process can bring together workers at different levels, in various kinds of facilities, to 
quickly identify waste and cost saving opportunities.

 Cross-functional teams investigate the usage and consumption, and recommend ideas 
minimize waste and maximize efficiency

The result
Workers gain a sense of ownership about efficiency and are motivated to change their 
behaviour.

Source: http://business.edf.org/projects/about-treasure-hunts

yOur chOice Of apprOacheS


